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The relationship between the graphical invariants bandwidth and number of edges is 
considered. Bounds, some sharp and others improvements of known results, are given for the 
nznber of edges of graphs having a given bandwidth. 
An important invariant of undirected graphs having no loops or multiple edges 
is the ban&vi&h [3] which can be defined as follows. For a graph G = (V, E) with 
IV1 =p, an onto function f : V+ { 1,2, . . . , p} is a numbering of G. If e = 
{u, v} E E, If(u) -f(v)1 is the (edge) value of e induced by f 2nd the maximum 
such value is designated Bf(G). The bandwidth B = B(G) is then given by 
min{Bf(G): f is a numbering of G}. A bandwidth numbering f is a numbering 
such that Bf(G) = B(G). 
Bandwidth is one of thirty-six invariants incorporated into the software system 
INGRID (INteractive GRaph Invariant Delimiter) developed by the authors [l, 
51. INGRID permits a user to specify values for some of the invariants. The 
system then invokes a knowledge base of theorems relating invariants o that it 
may compute bounds for the remaining invariants in its database. Sometimes the 
setting of one invariant does not significantly alter the value of some other 
invariant. This often means that the theory relating the two is weak and research 
in this area would be fruitful. Chinn observed that setting bandwidth B had little 
effect on the number of edges e computed by INGRID, and she conjectured that 
e 2 2B - 1. This motivated the work reported here. 
We shall be concerned mainly with lower bounds for e, given B, although we 
also shall briefly consider upper bounds. In Section 2, we develop a general lower 
bound which immediately leads both to sharp results for the case B sp/2 and to 
a proof of Chinn’s conjecture. Her conjecture was also proved independently by 
Dewdney [4]. Section 3 treats the apparently more difficult case of B > p/2. The 
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bounds presented there are not necessarily sharp. Nevertheless, we believe they 
significantly improve previously known results. 
2. A lower bound 
In this section we determine a lower bound on 
which must be possessed by any graph having p 
need the following lemmas, the first of which is given in [3, p. 2341. 
the minimum number of edges 
vertices and bandwidth B. We 
Lenuna 1. If g is a tree, then B(G) <p/2 and equality holds if and only if 
G = &.ZB(G)-1. 
Lemma 2. If B(G) 2 (p + 1)/2, then, for any vertex u, B(G - u) 2 B(G) - 1. 
&oof. Let f be a bandwidth numbering of G - U. Define a numbering for G as 
follows: 
f(v) + 1 
1 
iff (v) 2 [p/21 
lw = rp/21 ifvuz.4 
f( ) V if f (v) < [p/21. 
If e is an edge of G not having u as an end vertex, its value induced by g is at 
most one greater than its value induced by f. Any edge having u as an end vertex 
has a value induced by g which is bounded by max{p - [p/21, [p/21 - 1) sp/2. 
Thus (p + 1)/2 s B(G) s B,(G) ~max{p/2, B(G - u) + 1). Hence the maxi- 
mum is at least (p + 1)/2 and it follows that B( G - u) + 13 B(G). Cl 
We can now give the main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 1. A graph G has the minimum number of edges over all graphs having 
bandwidth B if and only if G is K1,2B_-1 or KS, along with any number of isolated 
vertices. 
roof. Let G = (V, E) be a graph having the minimum number of edges for all 
graphs having bandwidth B. This minimum number is shown by K1,2B_1 to be at 
most 2B - 1. G must have only one nontrivial component and for now we assume 
G is connected. Hence p <2B. Such a G may have any number of isolated 
vertices added to it without altering either the number of edges or the bandwidth. 
We employ induction on B. The conclusion is immediate for B = 1 and B = 2, 
since the only possible graphs are &, & and &. Now let G be a connected 
graph with bandwidth B 2 3, have the minimum number of edges, and not be 
K 1,2B_1. From an earlier comment we know IE(G)I s 2B - 1. If p = 2B, G must 
be a tree and thus G is K 1,28-1 by Lemma 1. Therefore assume p s 2B - 1. The 
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minimality of G implies that the removal of any edge, and hence any vertex, 
reduces the bandwidth. This and Lemma 2 imply that B(G - u) = B - 1 for any 
vertex u and thus IE(G - u)la 2(B - 1) - 1 by the induction hypothesis. Since 
B 3 3, there exists a vertex u of degree at least 3 so IE(G)j 3 IE(G - u)j + 3 = 
2B, a contradiction. 
The converse is immediate, since we have just seen that any graph which is not 
K 1,2B-1 of K3 has more than 2B - 1 edges. Cl 
Chinn’s conjecture is now an obvious consequence. 
Corollary 1. If graph G has bandwidth B, then (E(G)1 3 2B - 1. 
A second simple consequence is the establishment, when B ~p/2, of values for 
e,,B, the minimum number of edges in any graph having p vertices and bandwidth 
B, and ei,B, the corresponding quantity for connected graphs. 
Corollary 2. If B Sp/2, then eP,B = 2B - 1 and ei,B =p - 1. 
Proof. From Corollary 1 we know that any graph with bandwidth B must have at 
least 2B - 1 edges. The graph &2&1 plus p - 2B isolated vertices has exactly 
that number. Clearly ei,B 3p - 1 and &2&_1 with a path of length p - 2B joined 
to an end vertex shows equality. Cl 
3. &~~nds when B sp/2 
The situation appears to be much more complicated when B 3 p/2, although 
some special cases can be solved. For example, we saw in Section 2 that 
e2B,B = 2B - 1 and, since the complete graph on p vertices is the only graph 
having bandwidth p - 1, it is obvious that eP,,_l =p(p - 1)/2. Suppose for 
B~p/2wewritep=(2p-2B-l)k+rwherel~r~2p-2B-l. Wethencan 
define G,,B as the complete (k + 1)partite graph KIT,,nZ,...,nlr,,,k+, where ni = 
2p-2B-1, for 16&k, andnk+I = r. It is known [3, p. 2331 that B(G,,,) = B. 
we have seen that e2B.B = jE(G2B,B)j and eP,P-l = IE(G,,_,)l, and it is shown in 
161 that e,,,-2 = 1 E(G, P_2)l. Another result of a similar nature arises when the 
vertex independence number /&, is equal to 2p - 2B - 1, the largest value PO can 
assume [3, p. 2301. 
Theorem 2. Let G = (V, E) be a graph of bandwidth B for which IJO = 2p - 2B - 1. 
Then 
(a) G contains KBo,P_BO as a subgraph (not necessarily induced); and 
(b) when &+p/2, B(G - e) c B(G) for every edge e if and only if G = 
KB09P-BO* 
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proof. Let XC V(G) be an arbitrary set of PO independent vertices. We define a 
bandwidth numbering for G by arbitrarily labeling the vertices of G from 1 to p, 
subject only to the restriction that the vertices of V(G) - X receive the numbers 
p-B+l,p-B+2,..., B + 1. Notice that no edge value induced by this 
numbering exceeds B and, in fact, the only edge with value B is the edge {u, V} 
where u is numbered 1and v is numbered B + 1. This edge must exist since G has 
bandwidth B. Since any vertex of X can be labeled 1 and any vertex of V(G) - X 
can be labeled B + 1, all possible edges between X and V(G) - X must appear 
and (a) follows. When Ip,~p/2, B(K,,+J = B so G and KsO,P_BO have the same 
bandwidth. Thus, if G # Kso,p_BO, (a) tells us there is an edge e such that 
B(G - e) = B(G) It is easily seen that B(KBo,P_Bo - e) < B(KB,,p_~o) for all 
e. Cl 
Theorem 2(b) implies that when #$,= 2p - 2B - 1 >p/2, we have eP,s = 
]E(G,,& Reviewing the above results, one is tempted to conjecture, when 
B(G) ap/2, that (E(G)1 a ]E(GP,,)I. Unfortunately, this is not the case as we 
now demonstrate. We need a preliminary lemma, whose straightforward proof is 
omitted. 
Lemma 3. If B > (3p - 2 - *)/4, then (E(G,,J! >p(p - 1)/4. 
Theorem 3. There are, for certain integers p and B, graphs having p vertices, 
bandwidth B and fewer than 1 E(GP,J( edges. 
Proof. Let B be the bandwidth of the complement of graph G. Chinn et al. [2] 
have shown the existence of a constant csuch that for every p there is a graph on 
p vertices for which B + B > 2p - c(logp). Since bandwidth is at most p - 1, it 
follows that for such graphs both B and B exceed p - c(logp) + 1. It is now an 
easy matter to see that for any real number E in the open interval (0,l) there are 
graphs for which both B and B exceed up if p is taken sufficiently large. In 
particular, we may conclude that there are graphs G for which both B and B 
exceed 3p/4, and we consider such a situation. Without loss of generality, assume 
B s l?. If the conjecture were correct, i.e. if B >p/2 implies IE(G)J 2 IE(G&I, 
we would have by Lemma 3 that IE(G)I + IE(@I >eP,B+ eP,+2eP,, = 
2 IE(GP,,)I >p(p - 1)/2, which is impossible. We conclude that the conjecture is 
false. 0 
Unfortunately, Theorem 3 does not indicate 
B>p/2. We suspect it may be difficult. We do 
which improve those with which we are falmiliar 
recurrence relations which are interestiq in their . 
a way to compute eP,B when 
develop lower bounds for ep,B 
The following lemma develops 
own right. 
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Lemma 4. (a) If p/2 C B <p - 1, then (p - 21p)eP,B+1 2 eP,B 3 (plp - 2)eP,++ 
(b) If p/2 < B, then ep,B 3 (p/p - 2)ep-l,B-1~ 
Proof. Let G have p vertices, bandwidth B, eP,B edges and a vertex u with degree 
d,, 3 SP,Jp, the average degree. From Lemma 2 and the fact that G has the 
minimum number of edges, we conclude that B(G -u) = B(G) - 1. Thus 
ep,B-1 s epsl B-l s (E(G - u)l = IE(G)I - d, s ep,B - 2e&p from which ‘(b) and 
the right-hand inequality of (a) follow. The left inequality of (a) follows from the 
right one. 0 
The following two theorems present nonrecursive bounds. The bound of 
Theorem 5 is usually better than the lower bound of Theorem 4. 
Theorem 4. If p/2< B <p - 1, then 
>, ep,,> (21p/2J - l)($BwLp? 
Proof. Recall that eP,P-l =p(p - 1)/2 and ezB,B = 2B - 1 =p - 1. Employing 
these boundary conditions and the recurrence of Lemma 4(a), and of (b) once 
when p is odd, yields the result. Cl 
Theorem 5. If p/2 S B, then e,,B -‘p(p - 1)/(2p - 2B). 
Proof. Applying the recurrence of Lemma 4(b) 2B -p times yields 
P(P - 1) P(P - 1) 
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